
 
 

   
 

TCA Now Offers Tax Efficient Transfers 
through Cross Model Processing 

Effective December 8, 2017, Tax Efficient Transfers will allow you to create asset transfers – which you can use 
instead of buys and sells - so that clients’ tax liabilities can be minimized. 

Tax Efficient Transfers solves the problem that currently occurs when a model is over allocated in one security 
and another model is under allocated in the same security. Trades are generated to sell out of the first model 
only to repurchase into the second model, which potentially can be a taxable event. By contrast, transferring the 
assets between the models is a non-taxable event. 

When used in conjunction with the ability to allow trading in the Other Assets (Null) model, creating asset 
transfers using Cross Model Processing can also be an efficient way to get newly transferred-in assets distributed 
to the correct models. 

Tax Efficient Transfers - Cross Model Processing 
 

The Select Models to Process now includes a dropdown with the following Cross Model Process options: 

Exclude Transfers in Kind – Trades Only 

Cross Model processing will include transferring cash and creating trades for the securities. This is the default 
option. 

Include Transfers in Kind – Transfers and Trades 

Cross Model processing will include transferring cash and securities, creating trades for securities only if a 
transfer in kind cannot be created. 

Transfers in Kind Only 

Cross Model processing will only include transfers of cash and securities. No trades will be created and models 
may not be balanced as a result. 

 

 



 
 

   
 

TCA Now Offers Tax Efficient Transfers 
through Cross Model Processing 

Once any method that includes transfers is processed, the Messages Section of the Cross Model Process 
Summary screen will indicate the number of transfers created: 

 

 

Blotter 
There are no changes to the Blotter for Transfers, however there are new navigation paths. Depending on the 
Cross Model Process method selected, Continue To Blotter will direct the user to the following views: 

Exclude Transfers in Kind – Trades Only: redirects to Trade Orders view 

Include Transfers in Kind – Transfers and Trades - Trades Only: redirects to Trade Orders view 

Transfers in Kind Only - Trades Only: redirects to Intermodel Transfers view 



 
 

   
 

TCA Now Offers Tax Efficient Transfers 
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Notes 
• Unless killed or posted from the Blotter, transfers will post automatically overnight. 
• When the second method (Transfers and Trades) is selected for processing, the system first will create 

transfers where possible and then cross model process taking into account what has already been 
transferred.  

• When the second method (Transfers and Trades) is selected for processing, Trades can still be created 
for a security for which transfers were created. This occurs because the goal percents are not satisfied 
though transfers alone.  

 

Please review the consolidated Liberty Trading User Guide to learn more about the features available on Liberty 
– Page 124 Cross Model Processing Options. 

Let your relationship manager know if you have questions about this feature or would like a demonstration 
about this or any other Liberty feature. 
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